ABSTRACT.
S9 denotes all groups G that possess an ascending invariant series whose factors are one-or two-generated Abelian groups.
We are interested in the problem (1): For which nontrivial groups A and B is A wr B in S?
( apply.
We will call a series which demonstrates that a group G £ o an ö -series for G. In A wr B, the base group A0 will be K and A ; = \f £ K\ fib) = 1 for all b / l! will be identified as A. (iv) ZpÍB) = ®ZpÍB) and ZpÍB .) = Rad (ZpÍB .)) + S ., where S. is a direct sum of algebras which, since B . is good, can only be Z GF ip2) or M ÍZ ).
Using the facts that Z p® A »A, GF ip2) ® GF ip2) X GF ip2) + GF ip2), (ii) ß is good by Lemma 3 (ii) for p > 2. From the proof of Lemma 2, we see that a necessary condition is that Z wr B £ 0 for all primes.
In the SS case (see [9] ), the analogous condition was also sufficient, but here it is not. 
